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Suggested routing: Chip Technology Contact, Principal Contact, Security Contact

Topic(s): Chip, M/Chip, Rules/Standards

Applies to: � Acquirers

Summary: MasterCard announces that acquirers in the Europe region
are no longer required to support technical fallback at
attended point-of-sale (POS) terminals. However, MasterCard
recommends that fallback support is only withdrawn once the
acquirer’s chip infrastructure is robust and customer service
will not be adversely affected.

Action Indicator: A Attention warranted

Effective Date: 13 April 2012

Background
Technical Fallback occurs when a chip card is used at a chip terminal, but for
technical reasons, the chip transaction cannot be completed and the transaction
is therefore performed using a different technology (typically magnetic stripe).
Technical fallback has been an important tool in maintaining cardholder and
merchant confidence in the brands during the migration to chip. However,
fallback creates a weakness in the overall fraud protection provided by chip,
leaving open opportunities for counterfeit fraud or the use of lost and stolen
MasterCard cards at the point of sale (by avoiding the protection provided by
offline PIN).

As the Europe region EMV acceptance environment has matured the level
of technical fallback has fallen significantly. Therefore, the requirement for
Europe region attended POS terminals to support technical fallback is being
withdrawn. In addition, second-level fallback from chip to paper or PAN Key
Entry is being prohibited.

Member Impact
Acquirers in the Europe region may choose to discontinue support for technical
fallback in merchants where they consider the EMV infrastructure is sufficiently
robust and acceptable levels of service to cardholders can be maintained.

However, during the initial stages of a merchant’s chip migration MasterCard
recommends that attended POS terminals continue to support technical fallback
to ensure that good acceptance levels are maintained.
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Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publications indicated in the table below and
make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.

Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

13 April 2012 M/Chip Requirements Chapter 3—Acquirer
Requirements

13 April 2012 Chargeback Guide Chapter 2—Merchant
Acceptance Procedures and
Special Transaction Types

13 April 2012 Maestro Global Rules Chapter 7—Acquiring

Chapter 9—Processing
Requirements

Chapter 17—Europe Region

13 April 2012 Cirrus Worldwide Operating
Rules

Chapter 17—Europe Region

MasterCard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of these
manuals. The manuals are available on MasterCard OnLine® via the Member
Publications product.

Revised Standards—M/Chip Requirements
Effective 13 April 2012, MasterCard will revise the M/Chip Requirements to
include these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions
are indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 3—Acquirer Requirements

Terminal Requirements

General Terminal Requirements

Bank Branch Terminals (BBT)

Fallback Support

R Bank Branch terminals located outside of the Europe region that
support cash advance transactions must support fallback.

Acquirers in the Europe region may withdraw support for fallback as the market
matures and the acquirer is content that fallback support is no longer required
to ensure good customer service. Upon withdrawing fallback support at a
Bank Branch Terminal, the acquirer must ensure that the Bank Branch terminal
continues to support magnetic stripe card acceptance.

BP Bank Branch terminals located in Europe region should support
technical fallback during the initial stages of chip migration.

R Bank Branch terminals located in Europe region must not support
fallback from chip cards to PAN Key Entry or paper-based fallback.
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POS Terminal Requirements

Fallback Support

R Attended, online-capable POS terminals located outside of the
Europe region must support fallback unless they reside in a
country that has received permission from MasterCard to withdraw
fallback support.

Acquirers in the Europe region may withdraw support for fallback as the market
matures and the acquirer is content that fallback support is no longer required
to ensure good customer service. Upon withdrawing fallback support at a POS
Terminal, the acquirer must ensure that the POS terminal continues to support
magnetic stripe card acceptance.

BP Attended, online-capable POS terminals located in Europe region
should support technical fallback during the initial stages of a
merchant’s chip migration.

R Attended, online-capable POS terminals located in Europe region
must not support fallback from chip cards to PAN Key Entry or
paper-based fallback.

Attended, online-capable POS terminals that support fallback must
complete fallback transactions using voice authorization when the
online connection is not available.

The remainder of this manual is unchanged.

Revised Standards—Chargeback Guide
Effective 13 April 2012, MasterCard will revise the Chargeback Guide to include
these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are
indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 2—Merchant Acceptance Procedures and Special
Transaction Types

2.8 Processing EMV Chip Transactions

2.8.1 A Valid EMV Chip Transaction

2.8.1.4 Technical Fallback

In both the chip and the chip/PIN environment, a technical failure involving
either the EMV chip or the hybrid terminal may result in a technical fallback
transaction. A technical fallback transaction

• May be initiated with the magnetic stripe only if the chip cannot be read.

• May be paper-based (including PAN key entry) only if both the chip and
the magnetic stripe cannot be read. In the Europe region, paper-based
(including PAN key entry) fallback is not permitted.
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The remainder of this manual is unchanged.

Revised Standards—Maestro Global Rules
Effective 13 April 2012, MasterCard will revise the Maestro Global Rules to
include these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions
are indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 7—Acquiring

7.10 Hybrid POS Terminal and Hybrid Terminal Requirements

In addition to the requirements listed in section 7.9 of this rulebook, all hybrid
POS Terminals and hybrid Terminals must:

a. read required data from the chip when present in Chip Cards, and either
transmit or process, as appropriate, all required data for authorization
processing;

b. perform the Transaction using the EMV chip;

c. be capable of performing fallback procedures when the Transaction cannot
be completed using chip technology because of a technical failure;

NOTE

For the Europe region rules on technical fallback at POS Terminals, ATMs and
PIN-Based In-Branch Terminals, please refer respectively to sections 7.11.1, 7.12.1
and 7.13.1 of chapter 17 of this rulebook.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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Chapter 9—Processing Requirements

9.5.4 Chip Card Processing

Acquirers must operate POS Terminals and Terminals that support chip
technology in compliance with the technical specifications. Chip Transactions
must be processed in accordance with the chip technical specifications as
published from time to time by the Corporation.

All Chip Card Transactions performed at hybrid POS Terminals which are
over the floor limit defined by MasterCard must be authorized online to the
Issuer, whether the magnetic stripe or chip is used to initiate the Transaction.
Transactions performed at hybrid POS Terminals may not be authorized offline
by means of the chip in the event that an online authorization cannot be
completed for technical reasons.

All Chip Card Transactions performed at hybrid Terminals must be authorized
online to the Issuer, whether the magnetic stripe or chip is used to initiate
the Transaction.

All hybrid POS Terminals and Terminals must perform fallback procedures,
unless prohibited by the Corporation.

NOTE

For the Europe region rules on technical fallback at POS Terminals, ATMs and
PIN-Based In-Branch Terminals, please refer respectively to sections 7.11.1, 7.12.1
and 7.13.1 of chapter 17 of this rulebook.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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Chapter 17—Europe Region

7.11.1 Additional Requirements for Hybrid POS Terminals

Technical Fallback

If both the Card and POS Terminal are hybrid, the Transaction must first be
attempted using the chip.

Only if the chip cannot be used to complete the Transaction may the Transaction
be initiated with the magnetic stripe. Magnetic stripe Transactions undertaken
by hybrid Cards at hybrid POS Terminals must be authorized online to Issuer
with PIN (signature if acquired in a Signature Waiver country (refer to Part 1,
subsection 6.4.3).

POS Terminals located in Europe region should support technical fallback
during the initial stages of a merchant’s chip migration.

Acquirers may withdraw support for technical fallback at POS Terminals
deployed within a market as the market matures and the Acquirer is content
that technical fallback support is no longer required to ensure good customer
service. Upon withdrawing fallback support at a POS Terminal, the Acquirer
must ensure that the POS Terminal continues to support magnetic stripe Card
acceptance.

The Issuer does not have the right to charge back under reason codes 4837 or
4870 fraudulent fallback magnetic stripe Transactions completed with online
authorization. If a fraudulent fallback Transaction is completed in any other way,
the Issuer has the right to charge back the Transaction, using reason code 4870.

NOTE

Additional Rules on this topic appear in Chapter 17b, “Single European Payment
Area Rules,” of this rulebook.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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7.13.1 Additional Requirements for Hybrid PIN-Based In-Branch
Terminals

In addition to the Rules in Chapter 7, “Acquiring,” subsection 7.13.1 in part 1
of this rulebook, the following apply:

Chip

All PIN-Based In-Branch Terminals must comply with the requirements set forth
in subsection 7.13.1 7.12.1 of this Chapter 17.

Technical Fallback

Technical fallback is permitted at PIN-Based In-Branch Terminals. When
technical fallback occurs, PIN must be used as the CVM.

Acquirers may withdraw support for technical fallback at PIN-Based In-Branch
Terminals deployed within a market as the market matures and the Acquirer is
content that technical fallback support is no longer required to ensure good
customer service. Upon withdrawing fallback support at a PIN-Based In-Branch
Terminal, the Acquirer must ensure that the PIN-Based In-Branch Terminal
continues to support magnetic stripe Card acceptance.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

Revised Standards—Cirrus Worldwide Operating
Rules
Effective 13 April 2012, MasterCard will revise the Cirrus Worldwide Operating
Rules to include these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined.
Deletions are indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 17—Europe Region

7.12.3 Additional Requirements for Hybrid PIN-Based In-Branch
Terminals

Technical fallback is permitted at PIN-Based In-Branch Terminals. When
technical fallback occurs, PIN must be used as the CVM.

Acquirers may withdraw support for technical fallback at PIN-Based In-Branch
Terminals deployed within a market as the market matures and the Acquirer is
content that technical fallback support is no longer required to ensure good
customer service. Upon withdrawing fallback support at a PIN-Based In-Branch
Terminal, the Acquirer must ensure that the PIN-Based In-Branch Terminal
continues to support magnetic stripe Card acceptance.

NOTE

Additional Rules on this topic appear in Chapter 17a, “Single European Payment
Area Rules,” of this rulebook.
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9.3.4 Chip Card Processing
NOTE

For the rules on technical fallback at PIN-Based In-Branch Terminals, please refer
to section 7.12.3 “Additional Requirements for Hybrid PIN-Based In-Branch
Terminals” of this chapter 17.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

For More Information
Members with questions about the information in this artice should contact the
Customer Operations Services team using the Contact Information provided in
this bulletin.
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